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Fast Rift PropagationAlong the East PacificRise Near EasterIsland
DAVID

F. NAAR AND R. N. HEY

ScrippsInstitutionof Oceanography,
La Jolla, California

Duringa 1983Seabeamcruise,we surveyedthe Easter-Nazca
spreading
centerwhichformsthe
easternboundaryof the Eastermicroplate. We have analyzedall availablebathymetryand magnetic anomalydata to determinethe presentfine-scaletectonicconfigurationand recenttectonic
evolutionof thisspreading
center. The narrowingof the axial (Brunhes)anomalyis bestexplained
by a youngpropagating
rift growingnorthwardat an averagerate of 150mm/yr assumingan average spreadingrate of 120 mm/yr. There are indicationsof a short episodeof fasterpropagation
(350 mm/yr) priorto 0.4 Ma. Theseare the fastestratesof rift propagation
yet documented.The
tip of the propagatingrift is at about 25øS, 112ø25'W,--180 km south of the previously
hypothesized
position. The recentspreadingdirectionis N85øW. A largewell-defined"sheared
zone"to the westof the westernpseudofaultboundingthe crustformed by the propagatingrift sug-

geststhat the Easter-Pacific
spreading
center(360 km to the west) is beingreplacedby the fast
propagator.

INTRODUCTION

The existence of the Easter microplate, surrounded by

the existing bathymetry, and the magnetic anomaly
identificationsof Handschumacher
et al. [1981]. They used
the interpretedmagneticsto obtain spreadingrates which
they inverted [Minsterand Jordan,1978] for the Easter-

the Nazca and Pacificplates (Figure 1), was initially proposedby Herron [1972] becauseof the ring-shaped
epicenNazca rotation pole.
tral pattern and her analysis of the bathymetric and
We show that the Handschumacher
et al. [1981] magmagneticdata, whichsuggested
that dual spreadingcenters
netic model does not satisfyour new data on the East Rift
weregenerating
a smallgrowingplate. Forsyth[1972]corand thus the tectonicmodel of Engelnand Stein [1984],
roborated this interpretation by showing that the first
which was based on the Handschumacher et al. [1981]
motions of two strike-slip earthquakes in this area were
anomalous with respect to the normal Nazca-Pacific magnetic model, should be altered. In this paper we
present new data from an April 1983 cruise of the R/V

transform direction. Andersonet al. [1974] organized

ThomasWashington
(PASCUA 04) and proposea different
propagatingrift model which does explain the magnetic
netic, and focal mechanismdata into a coherent plate
anomaly, bathymetric, and petrologic patterns in a
boundary configurationwith two spreadingcenters and
straightforwardway.
these observations with all the available bathymetric, mag-

two transform faults bounding a growing plate.

Hey and Vogt[1977]andHey et al. [1980]brieflynoted
that a propagating
rift model (Figure2a) couldprovidea
possiblealternative explanationfor the Easter microplate
in which the plate would only exist instantaneouslyduring
the time it takes for the failing western spreading center
(West Rift) to completely stop spreading and the new
easternspreadingcenter (East Rift) to accelerateto the
full Pacific-Nazca rate. Thus the size of the plate depends
on how fast the new East Rift is propagating,how long the
old West Rift takes to stop spreading, and the distance
between the two ridges. These geometric details were

exploredby EngelnandStein[1984].
Handschumacher
et al. [ 1981] proposeda propagatingrift
model for the East Rift and noted that the size of the

Easter microplate may make it too complicated to

BATHYMETRIC DATA

The bathymetricdataare displayedin profileform (Figure 4) and contour form (Plate 1). (Plate 1 is shown here
in black and white.

The color version can be found in the

separatecolor sectionin this issue.)The bathymetricdata
were contouredusingSeabeam[RenardandAllenou,1979;
de Moustierand Kleinrock,tiffs issue]computer-generated
contours in conjunction with printed depth values from
the older cruises. In places where two Seabeam tracks

crossed, but their bathymetry did not match, the track
with the poorestsatellitenavigationwas adjustedto match
the bathymetry. This was done by smoothly taperingthe
navigationcorrectionout to the nearestdependablesatellite fix. These adjustmentswere small, usually less than

correspondto the simple propagating
rift model [Hey, 400 m and never more than 750 m, which demonstrates
1977]. Their tectonic interpretation(Figure 3) shows a
northward propagatingrift with a fanning of the older
magneticanomalies,especiallyto the southwest. Engeln
and Stein [1984] publisheda new tectonicmodel usingthe
distributionof earthquakes,eleven new focal mechanisms,

the precisionof our transit satellitenavigation, even when
some crossingswere made more than 18 days apart. The
navigationof the mergeddata tape containingthe magnetics, gravity, and vertical beam Seabeambathymetry was
not modified becausethe changeswere so small.
The Seabeam data were also used in a computer pro-

gram that calculatedthe bathymetricgradientsso that a
plot of bathymetric gradients greater than or equal to a
given slope could be generated. This was done by plotting

Copyright 1986 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
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a small cross each time a calculated gradient between two
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data points exceeded or equaled the minimum slope correspondsto the value of most of the inflectionpoints
parameter, which was set at 20ø to emphasizeabyssalhill betweennormal and reversedmagneticevents;therefore
trends.

These crosses form linear clusters which were

magneticanomalieslessthan -100 nT have been darkly
colored,and onesgreaterhave been lightlycolored(Plate
a swath envelope which is three times the Seabeam swath 2). In placeswhere magneticdata from older cruises
width for better visibilityin Figure 5. Two exceptionsexist disagreed
with our new data, the olderdatawere ignored
to this procedure. The first occurs when the orientation of becauseour denseintersecting
Seabeamcoverageallowed
the lineation is parallel to the ship track in which casethe us to verify the precisionof our navigation.
redrawn as lineations, which have been extrapolatedout to

lineation is only drawn as far as the feature is observed.

The second occurs when a volcanic feature produces

DATA ANALYSIS

curved lineations in which case the lineations are drawn as

circles(or partsof circles)preservingtheir true radiusof
curvature. Thus the size of the circle representsthe true
size of the feature.

Lack of lineations inside the swath

Seabeam Lineations

The Seabeamlineations(Figure5) canbe groupedinto

envelope shows where gradients are less than 20ø inside four generalorientations.In the northwest,the lineations
the area surveyed by Seabeam. This new objective have an orientation of about N45øE. In the southwest
method of displayingSeabeam lineation data can also be they have an orientation of about N20øE. The rest have
used to filter out smaller scarps by increasingthe an orientationof aboutN05øE exceptfor a narrowbandof

lineationseast of the spreadingcenter which have an

minimum slope parameter.
MAGNETIC ANOMALY DATA

orientation of about N30øW. The N30øW lineations form
a distinctive band which is broader than the N20øE band.

The N20øE lineationsdo not all line up, but insteadare
The magneticanomalydata are displayedin profileform
(Figure 6) and in contour form (Plate 2). (Plate 2 is

offset to the east at 25ø40'S and are nonexistent on the

two tracksjust southof 25øS. The NationalGeophysical

shown here in black and white. The color version can be

DataCenter(NGDC) earthquake
epicenters
through1981

found in the separatecolor section in this issue.) Accurate, detailedcontouringof the magneticanomalyvalues
from the 15 cruisesin the studyarea wasdifficultbecause
the cruisesspan17 years,whichis enoughtime for secular

are also displayedwith the lineations to show that this area

is not teleseismicallyvery active. There were no earth-

quakesin this area with a bodywavemagnitudegreater
than6.0. The largerearthquake
(December
16, 1974;EQ
variation to significantlyalter the total field, and/or in Figure 5) which was analyzedby Engelnand Stein
becauseof poor navigation. Therefore a 200-nT contour [1984] as havinga N70øE left-lateralstrike-slipfocal
interval was used to determine the generaltrend of the

mechanism, is about 100 km southeast from the nearest

magnetic anomalies.

N70øElineations
observed
in the northwest
cornerof Fig-

The

-100-nT

contour interval
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c
Fig. 2. Three modelsof how the Eastermicroplateobliquemagneticanomaliescould have been generated. (a)
Continuouspropagating
rift modelwith rotationpolefar away (no spreading
rate changes).Modifiedfrom Hey et
aL [1980]. (b) A combination
of a nearbyrotationpoleand rift propagation.Modifiedfrom EngeinandStein[1984].
(c) A nearbyrotationpolewithoutrift propagation
(produces
a "fanning"of the anomalies).PR, propagating
rift;
DR, doomed rift; AFR, activelyfailing rift; FR, failed rift; SZ, shearedzone; PF pseudofault;TZ, instantaneous
transform zone; IS, isochron.

ure 5. Its alternative nodal plane solution is within 10ø of
the N30øW
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NE-SW trough (Plate 1). The northwest corner of this
area is generally deeper than 3000 m, and contours trend
mostly NE-SW. Most of the northeast corner is shallower
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than 3000 m except for three deep (> 3400 m) valleys,
and the contours trend mostly N-S. The bathymetric
trends to the east of the spreadingcenter are mostly N-S
except for some minor NW-SE structures which are con-

sistent with the N30øW lineations (Figure 5).

/ '

In the

/

south the bathymetry is smoother than in the north, and
at 26øS there is an overlapping spreading center
I

[Macdonald
and Fox, 1983;Lonsdale,1983] whichhas the
characteristic geometry and about a 200-m-deep,
25-km-long, and 10-km-wide overlap basin in between the
two ridges. At 25øS, 112ø25'W there is a broad
3300-m-deep basin which lies at the northern end of the
spreading center and is about where the N20øE and
N30øW lineation bands intersect. South from this deep
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Fig. 3.

•ffw
Tectonic model of Handschumacher
eta/. [1981] in which

dotsrepresentpseudofaults.Rectanglerepresents
our studyarea.
Modified from Handschumacher
et ai. [ 1981].
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Fig. 4. Bathymetric
profilesfromall E-W cruises
projected
N05øEfromtracklinewithour tectonic
interpretation
superimposed.
Bathymetry
shallower
than3000m is abovetrackline.ThickV-shaped
linesrepresent
pseudofaults.
Remaining thick lines representspreadingcenters.

basin the spreading axis shallows to a 2100-m well-

developedaxialridgeat 26ø30'S(Plate 1 and Figure7).

ambiguous
data at 25ø30'S(B2). Our new magneticanomalycontourmap(Plate2) showsthe sameN-S, NE-SW,
and convergenttrendsobservedin the bathymetrymap,

Magnetics

lineationmap,andmagnetic
profiles.At 25øS,112ø25'w

The magneticanomalies(Figure6) canbe groupedinto there is a very distinctivelargepositiveanomaly(Plate2)
three orientations: N-S oriented magneticanomaliesin well-centeredover a deep axial valley (Plate 1). The axial
magnetic anomaly narrows northward from 26øS to
the eastand south,convergingmagneticanomalieswhich
enclosing
the high-amplitude
magnitude
anomaly.
convergetoward 24ø50'S, 112ø25'W,and NE-SW oriented 24ø55'S,
There
are
also
steep
anomaly
gradients
along
the
flanksof
anomalies in the northwest. Our new data between
profilesB2 at 25ø30'Sand B1 at 25øSillustratewhere the
Handschumacher
et al. [1981] model (shown as small cir-

clesin Figure6) breaksdown. The axialanomalybegins
to narrowat 26øSandconverges
at 25øS.ProfileB1shows

the axial anomaly at 112ø10'W and 112ø40'W. The overlapping spreading centers at 26øS (Plate 1) have two
corresponding
magnetichighs (Plate 2).
INTERPRETATIONS

that the small axial anomalyat 25øS, 112ø25'Wwasmisinterpreted as the western edge of the Brunhes axial anoNot all of the lineationorientations(Figure 5) can be
maly. Thereforetwo somewhatsimilarlookinganomalies explained with simple orthogonalseafloor spreading
at 26øS (B3) and 25øS (B1) were connectedacrossthe becausethey are not all parallelto the spreading
center,
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nor do they symmetrically"fan" about the spreadingcenter and rift-parallel lineations to the east, which can be better
rift model [Heyet
in any clear manner and therefore they cannot be explainedby the continuouspropagating
explainedsolelyby a nearbypole of rotation (Figure 2c). al., 1980]. In this propagatingrift model, the N05øE
Instead, there are mostly oblique lineations to the west

lineations

inside the N20øE

and N30øW

lineations
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Fig. 6. Magneticanomalyprofiles.Positiveanomaliesare projectedup (N05øE)from trackline.Opencircles
denotethe partiallyerroneous
Brunhesidentification
of Handschumacher
et al. [1981]. A, E, and J standfor the
Axis, Emperor,andJaramilloanomalies.M/B andB/M represent
the Brunhes/Matuyama
reversalboundary.Tectonicelementsas in Figure4. Most labeledtracksare modeledin Figures9 and 11. W indicateour new data.

formed at the active East Rift.

The N05øE lineations east

The spreading axis, which shallows 1200 m from the

deepaxial basinat 25øSto the axial ridgeat 26ø30'S(Figures 4 and 7 and Plate 1), is morphologically
similarto the
previous East Rift. The N20øE and N30øW lineations Galapagos95.5øW propagatingrift [Hey et al., 1980, this
representpseudofaultsand the N45øE lineationsrepresent issue; Christieand Sinton, 1981]. This shallowingaway
the sheared zone (Figure 2a) consistingof lithosphere from a propagatingrift tip is more pronounced than at a
of the N30øW lineations were presumably formed by the
old Pacific-Nazcaspreadingcenter or more recently by a

which has been transferred from one plate to another.

have been sheared into their present orientations by the
current propagator because these sheared structures are

stationary ridge-transform intersection because of the
larger cooling area at the rift tip and consequentlygreater
viscous head loss. In addition, the possibleinteraction of
a hotspot with the East Rift at 26ø30'S would increase the

north of the propagatingrift tip and therefore indicateprevious rift propagationor some other kind of structuraldis-

shallowing. The high-amplitudemagneticanomaly (Plate
2) overlyingthe deepaxial basinat 25øS(Plate 1) whichis

turbance.

at the apex of converging lineations, bathymetric struc-

The N45øE lineations in the extreme northwest could not
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tures, and a narrowing axial anomaly, correlates well with

-2000

what is observedat the Galapagos95.5øW rift tip [Vogt
-220O

-

-2400

-

-2600

-

-2800

-

-3000

-

-3200

-

and de Boer, 1976; Hey et al., 1980, this issue; Christieand

Sinton, 1981; Sintonet al., 1983; Searleand Hey, 1983].
The steep anomaly gradients along the pseudofaultsprob-

ably result from FeTi enrichment (as the propagatortip
passedby) and/or propagationinto reversepolaritycrust.

mml!i

Results from a dredging cruise on the R/V Endeavor
support the propagatingrift model in this area becauseof
a distinct gradual increase of FeTi basalts from 26øS to

z

25øS[Schillinget al., 1985], which is a characteristic
signal
I

-3400

25.2

24.8

25.6

26.0

i

observed along propagating rifts in the Galapagos region

i

[Christieand Sinton, 1981; Sinton et al., 1983]. Two

26.4

analyzed dredge samples from our cruise also agree with
this FeTi enrichment trend. One, just south of the propaFig. 7. Depth of the Easter-Nazcaspreadingcenter from 26ø30'S
to 25øS. Two depths at one location result from overlapping gator tip, shows a high Fe/Mg ratio of 2.41, 13.2% norspreadingcenters. Notice increaseof depth toward the 25øSprop- malized Fe, and 2.5% normalized Ti; the other, 160 km
south of the first, shows a lower Fe/Mg ratio of 1.68,
agatingrift tip.
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Fig. 8. Magneticdata and modelsacrossthe EPR south of the Eastermicroplate. For eachset, the top profileis
actualdata (in nanoteslas),the middle profile is the model, the lower profileis bathymetry(in meters), and the
darkened blocks are normal magnetic polarity. Horizontal axis at bottom is kilometers from spreadingaxis. The
Emperorreversedevent is indicatedby two dashesunderneaththe syntheticanomaly. Model A (74010903,27.2øS)

usesa full-rateof 174 mm/yr; modelB (PASCO4WT,28.9øS)176 mm/yr; modelC (ELT29, 28.3øS)180 mm/yr.
All modelsare generatedusingthe bathymetry,a 1.7-kin-thickmagneticlayer, and effectivesusceptibility
of 0.01.
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Magnetic data and models computed assuming narrowing central anomaly results exclusively from slow

spreading.Eachtitle includesthe profileindex (Figure6), the full spreading
rate and (whenneeded)the percentof
asymmetric spreadingto the west. Model parametersas in Figure 8. The Jaramillo is only well matched in profiles
B3, B5, W1, and B4.
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Figure 2b), we have not done so becausewe do not have
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The magnetic anomaly data are forward modeled, using
the bathymetry and specifiedinput parametersto generate
a synthetic magnetic anomaly. We used the Mankinen and

Dalrymple[1979] recalculationof the La Brecqueet al.
[1977] time scale, modified to include the Emperor
reversed event between 0.49 and 0.50 Ma [Wilson and

Hey, 1981]. The most importantconstraintsused in the

.0
0

40

80

120

160

FULLSPREADING
RATE(MM/YR)
-25.0

D

-25.2

D

East Pacific Rise (EPR) modeled to the south of the

[]

D

microplate (also proposedby Herron [1972])(Figure 8).

D

The 180 mm/yr spreadingrate was used for the West Rift

-25.4

(probablythe old EPR) prior to the onsetof spreadingat

-25.6

the East Rift. The East Rift is modeled to spread at 120

-25.8
-26

modeling are the decreasing axial anomaly width to the

north (Figure 6), the high-amplitudemagneticanomalyat
25øS (Plate 2) and the 180 mm/yr spreadingrates of the

mm/yr (not 180) becausethe anomaliessouth of 26ø30'S

0

all match about 120 mm/yr out past the Jaramillo. This

-262
4

slowerspreadingrate [Hey et al., 1977;MinsterandJordan,
1978; Chase, 1978] is expectedfor the East Rift because

-26

6

of the current seafloor spreading at the West Rift as

-26

8

-27

0

shown by magneticanomaly data [Naar and Hey, 1983;
Hey et al., 1983, 1985), seismicactivity [Herron, 1972;

-26

20

-lo
% SPREADING

o

lO

20

ADDED TO WEST

Forsyth, 1972; Anderson et al., 1974; Handschumacheret

al., 1981], and dredgedfresh basalts[Schilling
et al., 1985].

For computational convenience the dual spreading is
approximated by assuming that the West Rift stops
spreadingwhen the East Rift starts spreading. The jump
distance is adjusted until a best fit of the model to the data
is obtained. The older seafloor magnetic anomaly into
10.9%normalizedFe, and 2.0% normalizedTi [Macdougall which the rift is propagatinghas not been unequivocally
and Tanzer, 1984]. These petrologic results are best identified but is modeled as anomaly3.
explained by our propagatingrift model.
Thus the Seabeamlineation, bathymetric,magnetic, and SlowerSpreadingModel
petrologic data can be better explained by a younger and
This model fits the narrowing of the axial anomaly by
different propagating rift than previously proposed.
slower spreadingto the north without any rift jumps or rift
According to our new interpretation the convergenttrends
propagation, and so the Brunhes anomaly is well matched
are pseudofaults, the N-S trends inside the pseudofaults
in all the profiles, (Figure 9). However, the next set of
were generated by the propagator,the N-S trends east of
positive anomalies to the outside are only matched by the
the eastern pseudofault were generated by a previous
Jaramilloin the profilessouth of 26øS (B3, B5, Wl, and
spreading center, the NE-SW trend is a sheared zone of
B4). To the north of 26øS,this modeldoesnot matchany
transferred lithosphere, and the high-amplitudemagnetic
of the anomalies outside the Brunhes anomaly. The
anomaly is a consequenceof rift propagation. To further
profiles between 25øS and 26øS show an increase in
test the plausibility of the propagatingrift model, we have
spreading rate, but the other profiles south of 26øS have
modeled the magnetic anomaly data.
Fig. 10. Model parametersfrom Figure 9. (a) Spreadingrate
versuslatitude. (b) Spreadingasymmetryversuslatitude. Notice
inconsistentpatternof asymmetricspreading.

MAGNETIC MODELING

The main objective of this section is to test whether

spreadingrate changes(without rift propagation)or rift
propagation (without spreading rate changes) better
explainsthe detailed magneticand bathymetric data in this
area. These two plate motion models represent two
extremes which can explain the narrowing of the axial

nearly the same rate of 120 mm/yr (Figure 10a). This
model only works with an unusually high degree of inconsistent asymmetricspreading(Figure 10b) between 25øS
and 26øS and does not work very well south of 26øS
becausethe spreadingrates do not continue increasingat
the samerate as they did north of 26øS(Figure 10a).
PropagatingRift Model

This model fits the narrowingof the axial anomalyby a
anomaly from 26øSto 25øS. The first fits the narrowing propagatingrift assumingan averagespreadingrate of 120
by slower spreadingrates to the north. The secondfits the
mm/yr. Figure 11 showshow the narrowingof the axial
narrowing by two pseudofaults converging northward. anomalyis modeledby rift propagation;the spreadingrate
Althoughit is possibleto combinethesetwo models(e.g., is the same for all the profiles,but the jump agesbecome
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-25.0

directly proportional to spreadingrate, but is most likely

-25.2

related[Heyet al., this issue].

-25.4

SPECULATIONS

-25.6

•

-25.8

The elevated rough bathymetry and earthquakes to the

northeastof the propagatortip (Plate 1 and Figure 5) have
led others [Handschumacher
et al., 1981] to postulate

I-- -26.0

'• -26.2

spreadingin this area even though the magnetic anomalies
are difficult to identify. Some of the anomaliesto the east
of their axis location have been matched with very slow
spreading,but to the west, the smooth magnetic anomalies

-26.4..
-26.6

-26.8

north of 25øS and west of 112ø30'W are still unidentified

-27.0
0

.0

0.4

0.8

1.2

RIDGEJUMPTIME (Mo)

(Figure 5). This region has been shown to be recently
volcanicallyactiveby dredgedfresh basalt[Schillinget al.,
19851.

-25.0

B

If the northeastarea (Plate 1) was generatedby an
older northward propagatingrift, then this suggeststhat
the growth of the eastern microplate boundary may be a
result of a seriesof successivenorthward propagatingrifts.
If so, then it will be very difficult to model the interior of
the microplate. This would further imply that this
younger propagatingrift is currently extending between
two spreadingcenters, thus forming a new geometryfor a
propagatingrift in which there are two sheared zones (or
zones of transferredlithosphere)and two failed rifts sur-

-25.2
-25.4.
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•

-25.8
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Fig. 12. Model parametersfrom Figure 11. (a) Time of spreading centerjump vs. latitude. The solid line representsa propagation rate of about 150 mm/yr; the dotted line represents a

possibleshort-livedepisodeof very fast propagation(350 mm/yr).
(b) Spreadingasymmetryversuslatitude. Notice minimal degree
of asymmetric spreading.

progressivelyyounger toward 25øS (Figure 128). The
inconsistent asymmetry from the previous model is no

longernecessaryto fit the Brunhesanomaly(Figure 12b),
becausethe time of the ridge jump and the polarity of
crust into which the ridge jumped can be adjustedto fit a
lopsided axial anomaly. In Figure 11, profiles B5, W1,
and B4 show three positive anomaly peaks which have
been fit as the Brunhes and Jaramillo anomalies. Note the

roundingthe propagatingrift. If there is not a spreading
center to the northeast, then perhapsthe shallowbathymetry is related to some kind of thermal uplift or is a

failed rift segmentof the old EPR that hasjust recently
become volcanicallyactive. North of 23ø30'S it appears
there is a large broad transform/deformation zone which

connectswith the EPR at 23øS, 114ø30'W [Hey et al.,
19851.

The EPR south of the microplate is very complicated
(Figure 8), possiblydue to extensivebroad-scalevolcanic
activity. At the present time it appearsthat the EPR axis
is shifting to about 113øW,---30 km west of where the
older anomalies indicate the spreading axis should be

[Herron,1972]. This relocationmay be a resultof southward propagationof the new EPR which is also suggested
by a slightFeTi enrichmenttrend southof 27øS[Schilling
et al., 1985].
The Easter hotspot has yet to be preciselylocated, but
recent isotopicand chemicalevidence[Craiget al., 1984;
Macdougalland Tamer, 1984; Schillinget al., 1985] suggest

goodfit to the Emperorreversedevent [Wilsonand Hey, that it (or channeled
flowfrom it) maylie at the spreading
1981] as well. The Jaramillodisappears
betweenprofiles axis of the East Rift near 26ø30'S (Plate 1). Whether the
B5 and B3, as does the Emperor event between profiles B3 hotspot is under the East Rift, Easter Island, or Sala y

and W3, which means the rift started spreadingat these
latitudes after the magnetic reversals. We have deemphasizedprofile B3 in locatingthe eastern pseudofault
becauseof suspectnavigation.
By using a linear approximationof the ridgejump times

versuslatitude(Figure 128), the ridgehas been propagating at an averagerate of about 150 mm/yr during the past
1.2 Ma, which is 1.3 times faster than the spreadingrate

(120 mm/yr). Before0.4 Ma the propagationrate could
have been considerablyfaster, about 350 mm/yr, which is
2.9 times faster than the spreadingrate. These two ratios
of propagationto spreadingrate are greater than the 0.85

ratio observedfor the Galapagos95.5øW propagatingrift

[Heyeta!., this issue]. Thus the propagation
rate is not

Gomez Island, the northward propagationof the East Rift
at 25øS and the possible southward propagationof the
EPR at 29øS is similar to the Galapagosarea where the
rifts propagateaway from the shallow region near the
Galapagos
hotspot[Heyet al., 1980].
CONCLUSIONS

The Seabeam lineation, bathymetric, magnetic, and
petrologic data are better explained by a younger and
different propagatingrift than previouslyproposed. The
Seabeam lineations and magnetic anomalies indicate that
the recent spreading direction is N85øW. Our preferred
model of the magnetic anomaly data shows that the
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Easter-Nazca
spreadingcenter(from 26ø30'Sto 25øS)has Hey, R. N., G. L. Johnson,and A. Lowrie, Recent tectonicevolubeen propagatingnorthward for at least the past million

yearsat an averagerate of about150mm/yr (assuming
an
averagespreadingrate of 120 mm/yr) and may havebeen

tion of the Galapagosarea and plate motions in the East Pacific,
Geol.Soc.Am. Bull., 88, 1385-1403, 1977.
Hey, R. N., F. K. Duennebier, and W. J. Morgan, Propagating
rifts on mid-ocean ridges, J. Geophys.Res., 85, 3647-3658,

1980.
propagatingas fast as 350 mm/yr prior to 0.4 Ma. These
propagationrates are the fastestyet documentedby mag- Hey, R. N., D. F. Naar, M. C. Kleinrock, W. J. PhippsMorgan,
E. Morales, and L. Johnson,Microplatetectonicsand fast rift
netic and bathymetric data. The microplate boundary
propagationalong the superfastspreadingEast PacificRise near

configuration[Hey et al., 1985] is being reorganizedby
Easter Island, Eos Trans.AGU, 64, 855, 1983.
this propagatingrift, and there are indicationsof additional Hey, R. N., D. F. Naar, M. C. Kleinrock, W. J. PhippsMorgan,
rift propagationin this area. A largewell-defined"sheared E. Morales, and J.-G. Schilling, Microplate tectonicsalong a
zone" to the west of the western pseudofaultbounding the
crust formed by the propagatingrift suggeststhat the

Easter-Pacific
spreadingcenter (360 km to the west) is
being replaced by the fast propagator. The magnetic
anomalies that the East Rift is propagatinginto have not
been identified but presumably were formed by the
Pacific-Easterspreadingcenterand/or an earliernorthward
propagatingrift on the easternmargin of the microplate.
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